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1. Would you provide maps of the boundaries of each of the three project sites?  We have shapefiles 

and topographic maps available. A map of the Hume and Eshom project areas will be posted 

alongside this Q&A document on the program website. A map of the Big Stump project area is 

included in the NEPA scoping letter that will be posed alongside this Q&A document on the 

program website.   

2. Each of the three project areas specify stand exam (SE) and fuel load data collection.  What is the 

expected stand exam and fuel load data collection sample intensity requirement for each of the 

three project areas? Sample intensity would follow regional protocol, which is about 10% of stand 

type. 

3. Will the USFS be providing the stand exam (SE) cruise design protocol? If not, will previous USFS 

stand exam data be available to the selected contractor for SE cruise design protocol 

development?  The SE survey design is in place for Big Stump Redwood project, and it can be used 

to help design the SE for the next two projects. Big stump Redwood project has 113 plots 

scheduled at the extensive level under common stand exam protocol.  It includes gathering fuels 

data using Brown’s transects as well. 

4. The Hume Basin project specifies in bullet #3 that the contractor duties will be for “…tree marking as 

applicable, sale package preparation as applicable.”  Considering the current uncertainty regarding 

these tasks, does NFWF expect a scope of work and price for these efforts or are these tasks future 

options.  If a pricing is required, what specific tasks and deliverables within the tree marking and sale 

package preparation scope will the contractor be responsible for? Detailed scoping for these tasks 

is not available at this time, as this will be determined after initial survey and reporting tasks have 

been completed and a more detailed treatment prescription can be prepared based on these 

results. These tasks may be listed as future tasks/deliverables and not included in package 

preparation scope and budget. However, if desired, bidders may include an estimate for providing 

these services based on prior experience and the limited information available at this time. 

5. How many acres  will require detailed silvicultural prescriptions to meet the NFWF & USFS program 

objectives for each project area? Only acreage proposed for actual treatment. Big Stump: 

approximately 3,170 acres. Hume: Anticipate around 50% of the 11,000-acre project area 

depending on survey results, or approximately 5,000 acres. Eshom: Anticipate around 50% of the 

11,000-acre project area depending on survey results, or approximately 5,000 acres. NOTE: This 

represents a significant change from the projected project area acreage described in the RFP for 

the Hume and Eshom project areas. The RFP identified acreage for each of these project areas to 

be approximately 1,000 acres. The project area for each is 11,000 acres.  



6. How many acres will require timber marking for harvest for each project area? Only those proposed 

for actual treatment in the Hume Basin project. Same as #5, above.  

7. How many acres will require harvest system layout for each project area? Only those proposed for 

actual treatment in the Hume Basin project. Same as #5, above.  

8. What quality assurance standards do NFWF and USFS anticipate using for this contract? NEPA 

protocols apply. Additional direction may be provided by USFS post award. 

9. Are USFS employee led “Enterprise Team” organizations permitted to participate in this competitive 

bid solicitation? USFS employee-led Enterprise Teams and/or other USFS personnel are not eligible 

to receive funding through this solicitation.  

 


